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EXTENSIONS OF VERMA MODULES

BY

KEVIN J. CARLIN

Abstract. A spectral sequence is introduced which computes extensions in category

0 in terms of derived functors associated to coherent translation functors.

This is applied to the problem of computing extensions of one Verma module by

another when the highest weights are integral and regular. Some results are obtained

which are consistent with the Gabber-Joseph conjecture. The main result is that the

highest-degree nonzero extension is one-dimensional.

The spectral sequence is also applied to the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture and

related to the work of Vogan in this area.

0. Introduction. In §1 the basic properties of category & are summarized. The

notation is nearly standard, although the Bruhat order is the opposite to the usual

definition on a Coxeter group.

§2 contains the general results on translation in category 0. The main results are

2.9 and 2.10. 2.9 computes the derived functors of a pair of adjoint functors. These

are seen to compute extensions in 6 in terms of a spectral sequence, 2.10. In general

this spectral sequence has at most two lines but (fortunately) collapses in important

situations.

In §3 these methods are applied to the problem of computing Ext*(MX,MV)

where Mx is a Verma module with integral regular highest weight (parametrized by

the Weyl group). One well-known result which is easily obtained is the Schmid-

Delorme-Casselman vanishing theorem (3.7). Another is part of the result of Gabber

and Joseph on this problem (3.2(i)). Gabber and Joseph conjecture that the dimen-

sions of the E\t%(Mx, Mv) are given by the absolute values of the coefficients of the

Rx y polynomials of [13], (3.1). The results obtained here are consistent with their

conjecture and are aimed at proving it. The main result (3.8) is that

dimExt^w<v)(M,,AO = 1

where x < y in the Bruhat order. Two results are given which compute Ext*(Mx, My)

for special situations. For a general class of pairs, (x, y), called Coxeter pairs the

Gabber-Joseph conjecture is true (3.11). A lemma is given which computes

Ext'Ä,(Mv, M,.) in certain cases (3.12). In particular this implies that the Gabber-

Joseph conjecture is true when l(x) - l(y) < 3 (3.13).

In the last section the methods of §2 are applied to the problem (which is part of

the Kazhdan-Lusztig result) of computing Ext*,(Mv, Lv) where LY is the irreducible

quotient of Mv. Again several well-known results are easily obtained (4.2, 4.3). Using
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30 K. J. CARLIN

this method it is shown that

dimExt$xW(-v)(Mv,L„) = 1

when x < y (4.6) and the calculations in this case are seen to parallel those of

Vogan.

1. Notations and preliminaries. Let g be a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie

algebra over C. Let S be a Borel subalgebra; 6= 4 © t,4, the Levi decomposition

where A is a Cartan subalgebra. Let R, R+, B (respectively) be the roots, positive

roots, simple roots determined by 6. In terms of the root spaces, g", a G R:

^ = ire 4 © rj+.

Let p = jE„e/i+a. Let a be an involution of g which fixes 4, a(r/4) = tj~. If

a g /<, let «"= 2a/(a, a) where (-, -) denotes the Killing form.

Let W denote the Weyl group of g. If a g R, let sa denote the reflection

saX = X-(X,a')a,        X <E 4*.

The pairing (W, S = {sa}a!=s)isa Coxeter group.

Let /(-) denote the length function. The Bruhat order on W is the transitive

closure of the relation, x < y, defined to hold if l(x) = l(y) + 1 and x~*y = sa,

a G R. (This is the opposite of the usual Bruhat order.) Let w° denote the unique

longest element and let e be the identity. (For the properties of <  refer to [9].)

If V is a ^-module and À G 4*, let

Vx= {v g V. h-v = X(h)v,allh <=A).

If Vx 4= 0, X is called a weight of V. A vector which belongs to a maximal weight

space (with respect to the ordering X < ju if ju — Àe Z4fi4) is called a highest

weight vector. Let V{/i) denote the sum of the finite-dimensional weight spaces of V.

Let

P = (A G A*: (A, a-) G Zalla G R+)

be the integral weights. Define P+ and P ++, the dominant integral and regular

dominant integral weights, by replacing Z by Z4 and N respectively.

Definition 1.1. If À g A*, the Verma module with highest weight, À - p, is the

induced module

U(f) ®  CA_p

where Cx_p is the one-dimensional ¡í-module with the trivial ^+-action and weight,

X — p, and where U(-) denotes the enveloping algebra.

M( X ) is generated by a highest weight vector (unique up to scalar multiple) and is

free as an U(¡n)-module. Also M(Xy4) = M(X). M(X) has a unique irreducible

quotient denoted L(X). In general this is infinite-dimensional but the finite-dimen-

sional ^-modules correspond to P + + [10, 7.2.6]. Let E(X) denote the finite-dimen-

sional ^-module whose highest weight is a conjugate of X under W.
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The natural setting for the study of Verma modules is category 6. For the

definitions and properties of 0 the interested reader is referred to [3]. For conveni-

ence the more important information used here is summarized below.

The irreducibles of 0 are the L(X), X G A*. Each object has finite composition

series, so 0 has the Krull-Schmidt property. Let [V, L(X)] denote the multiplicity if

Kg 0.

Let z(p) be the centre of CU($), and if À g 4* let X\ denote the infinitesimal

character associated to X [10, 7.4.7, 7.4.8]. If V g 6, let PXV denote the generalized

eigenspace of z(#) for the character Xx- Then Px is an exact functor on & and

Px = P^ if and only if X = w • p, w e W.

If Q is a set of representatives for A*/W,

y=  L   ®pxv
XeQ

where only finitely many PXV 4= 0. In this way 0 = Ux 6X where Px is the projection

functor onto c\ = Px0.

(9 is self-dual under the duality

V* = hom(F,C)(yf)

where X^f acts on /Ghomc(F,C) by (X ■ f)(v) = f(o(X) ■ v). This means

(V*)* = V and nom(V,W) = bom(W*,V*) if V, W g Q (natural in V and W).

L(A)* = L(A).
Definition 1.2. Kei1 admits /»-filtration if there exists a sequence of submod-

ules

K= K, 2 K2D  •••  D K„+1 = (0)

where K,./K/+1 = M(A,), z = 1,..., n. Let [V, M(X)] be the multiplicity of M(X) in

a /^-filtration of V. [V, M(X)] is independent of the particular /^-filtration [3, p. 89].

Proposition 1.3. V admits p-filtration if and only if V is a free ^¿(n~)-module of

finite rank with a basis of weight vectors.

Corollary 1.4. Let E be a finite-dimensional ^-module. If V g Q admits p-filtra-

tion then so does V ® E. In that case, [V 8» E, M(p)] = Edim EX[V, M(fi - A)].

6 has enough projectives and injectives. It is enough to give the indécomposables.

Let P(X) denote the unique indecomposable projective with irreducible quotient,

L(A). Each P(X) admits /»-filtration and [P(X), M(/i)] = [M(¡i), L(X)] (the "dual-

ity" theorem, [3, Proposition 2, part 2]). The indecomposable injectives are the

I(X) = P(A)#. Ext* will always refer to Ext*,.

2. Translation functors and duality. The application of translation functors to

representation theory was initiated by Zuckermann and Jantzen [12, 20]. The aim of

this section is to introduce certain derived functors which will compute extensions in

&.

To begin recall the basic properties of translation functors.
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Definition 2.1. Let A - p g P. Define

Tf:=P^(-^E(ß-X))oPx

where E(fi - X) is the finite-dimensional ^module with extreme weight, p - X.

Proposition 2.2. Let X - p g p.

(i) T£ is an exact functor with left (right) adjoint Tx.

(ii) There is a natural isomorphism from T£ ° # to # ° T£.

(iii) //Kg & admits p-filtration then so does T£V.

Proof, (i) Tjf is exact because it is a composition of exact functors. If V and

W g (9, there is a sequence of natural isomorphisms,

hom(T£V, W) -> hom(PxV ® E, PAV) -> hom(/\F, £* ® P^) -> hom(K, 7;Aw).

(ii) Clearly projection commutes with duality. The result follows from the natural

isomorphism

hom(K® E,C)(/l)= hom(V,C)<4)®E.

(iii) Because T£ is exact the result follows from 1.4 and [3, Lemma 1].    D

In the case that A and p lie in the same closed chamber, the results of Jantzen

allow one to compute the Verma-module multiplicities of TjfV under the conditions

of 2.2(iii). Because the Verma modules of (5X are the {M(wX))K,e w, it is enough to

compute [TgM(wX): M(w'p)], w, w' g W.

Proposition 2.3 (Jantzen, [12, 2.9]). Let X and (lef lie in the same closed

chamber. Let w and w' G W.

(i) [T£M(wX), M(w'p)] 4= 0 => w'p = wii, where a G Wx (the stabilizer of X in

W).

(ii) If a G Wx, [T£M(wX), M(woX)] = 1.

In the remainder of this section fix a pair (A, p) with A - p G P. In the proofs the

pair (A, /i) may be suppressed.

Let S£ = Tx ° Tjf be the "coherent" translation functor. From 2.2 it is easily seen

that S^ is an exact, selfadjoint functor which commutes with #.

It will be convenient to give a duality operation on functors and natural transfor-

mations. If F is a functor and JT is a natural transformation (from G to H) then

"F = # ° F ° # and #jV= # ° Jf ° # is a natural transformation from *r7 to *G.

For example, #S\ = S^.

Definition 2.4. If F g (9, let /£K be the map from V to SjfF which is the image

of the identity under the isomorphism

hom(T£V, T£V) ^ hom(F, S£V).

The general properties of these maps were developed by Gabber and Joseph in

[11]. In particular /£ can be seen to be a natural transformation from Id to Sjf [11,

5.1.4]. Note that under natural identifications the dual transformation *Ixi(V) is the

image of the identity under the isomorphism

hom(T£V, TÇV) -^ bom(SxLV, V).
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These maps will be used to define a pair of dual functors in the following way.

Definition 2.5. Let Q = Coker /£, that is, for V g 0, C^V satisfies the criterion

V -> S^V -* C£K ^ 0 is exact.

Coker /£ is a natural transformation from S£ to Q. Note that #Q = Ker */£.

Proposition 2.6. (C£, *C£) ¿s a« adjoint pair of functors with C{ right exact and

*Q left exact.

Proof. Let 0 -» V" -» V -> V -» 0 be exact. Then

0     ->       r/»      _>       j/      _>       j/'      _>     o

♦ ♦ yf

0     ->     SV"     ->     SV    ->     SF     -»     0

commutes and has exact rows. The "snake" lemma implies that C£ is right exact.

Clearly #C£ is left exact.

If V, W G 0, consider the diagram:

0     ->      hom(CF,W)      ->     hom(SF,lF)     -*     hom(K,»F)

î T

0     ->     hom(V, *CW)     ->     hom(K,S!F)     ->     hom(F,IK)

The rows are exact since hom(-, -) is left exact and the square commutes because of

[11, 5.1.4]. By diagram chasing and the naturality of the diagram, restriction gives a

natural isomorphism.   D

The natural problem at this point is to compute the derived functors. In order to

do this the crucial step is to find sufficient conditions on V G & so that I£V is an

injective map, that is, so that

0 -> V -> S^V -» C{V -> 0

is an exact sequence.

Proposition 2.7. IfV&Ox is free as a <%.'(n~)-module, then I^Vis injective.

k IV
Proof. Let K = Ker I^V. Then from the exact sequence 0 -> K -> V -> SV one

obtains the commutative diagram:

hom(TV,TV)      ^       hom(V,SV)

i i

hom(TK,TV)      ^      hom(K,SV).

Taking the image of the identity in hom(TV, TV), one has T(k) is the zero map.

Because T is exact, this means T£K = 0. Suppose that K is nonzero. Any vector

belonging to a maximal weight space of K generates a Verma module, say M(wX),

w g W, because V is free as a °U(n~)-module. However it is clear that T{M(wX ) 4= 0.

In fact, 1.4 implies that M(wp) occurs in the /»-filtration of T£M(wX). This

contradicts the fact that T£K = 0 since TTf is exact.    D

Corollary 2.8. (i) IfV^(Sx admits p-filtration then I^V is an injective map.
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(ii) IfP^Ox is projective then

0 -* P -> S£P -» QP -» 0 ¿s exac/.

(iii) /// G c\ ¿s injective then

0 -> *C£/ -» S£/ -» / -» 0 is exact

Proof, (i) is obvious, because of 1.3. (ii) follows because every projective admits

/»-filtration [3, Proposition 2]. Because the dual of a projective is injective, (iii) is the

dual of (ii).    D

These properties permit one to calculate the derived functors of C£ and *Cf.

Theorem 2.9.

(i) L"Cl =

(ii) *'[*Q] =

Coker /£ if p = 0,

Ker/£ ///» = 1,

0 otherwise,

1 Ker */£        (/> = 0,

Coker */£    ///» = 1,

j 0 otherwise.

Proof. Let P* be a projective resolution of F g 6\. Then, because of 2.8(h),

0 -> ¿>* -> STP* -> CP* -> 0

is an exact sequence of complexes. By elementary homological algebra, the associ-

ated long exact sequence collapses because S is exact and yields

0 -> L'QF -» V ̂  S^V ̂  QF -> 0    and

O-^Z^QF^O,    if/> > 1.

(ii) follows because # ° Lp = Rp ° #.    n

Note that this recovers the ignored functors, Ker/^ and Coker */£.

Finally we can give the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.10. Let V, W be modules in 0X.

(i) // */£ W is onto, then there is a spectral sequence of term

Ef-* = Extp(L9-"C^V,W) =» Exf(V,#C^W).

(ii) If I£V is an injective map, then there is a spectral sequence of term

E£-«= Exip(V, R"-p[*C^]w) => Ext«(QK, W).

Remarks. Because of 2.9 these spectral sequences are at worst two-line spectral

sequences. Also the condition in 2.10(h) is satisfied by any Verma module.

Proof. If F = Q, G = hom(-, W) then (i) is the Grothendieck spectral sequence

for G ° F. By 2.6, R"(G ° F)V = Ext"(F, *Q^). To prove (i) it suffices to show

that if P is projective then

Ext'(C£P, W) = 0    for/>0.

Start by noting that

0 ^ P '-^ SP -^ CP ^ 0
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is a projective resolution of C£V. Hence the complex

0 -> hom(STP, W) -» hom(P, W) -> 0

computes the extension groups of interest. But we have a commutative diagram [11,

5.4.1]:

hom(SP,W)      -»      hom(P,W)

I I
hom(P,SW)     ->     hom(P,W).

Because P is projective and *IxlW is onto, the bottom map is onto. Therefore the

top map is onto and Extl(CP, W) = 0. It is clear that the higher extension groups

are zero.

(ii)is*(i).    D

3. The Gabber-Joseph conjecture. Fix a weight, A g P++. Let Mx denote M(xX),

if x g W (similarly define Lx and Px). The translation principle states that the

nonnegative integers

dimExt«(Mx, My);        x, y G W,

are independent of the particular choice of A g P++. This is easily seen from 2.2(i)

and 2.3.

In [11], Gabber and Joseph suggest the following conjecture for these integers:

Conjecture 3.1 [11, 5.2.4]. If x, y g W then

dimExt^M^M,) = rq(x,y),

where the rq(x, y) are uniquely defined by the following recursion:

(       \ = r(       ) = Í1     if x ** y'
\ 0    otherwise.

Let xs > x, s <E S.

'rq(xs,ys) if ys>y,

rq(xs,y) + rq_f(xs,y) -rq_x(xs,ys)     if ys < y.
ra{x,y)

Remark. These are the absolute values of the coefficients of the polynomials,

Rx y, x, y g W, introduced in [13]. Their main result in this direction is

Proposition 3.2 [11, 5.2.1 and 5.2.3]. Let xs > x andys < y where x, y g W and

s G S.

(i) Exti(Mxs, My) = Ext"(Mx, Mys).

(ii)

dimExt1^Mx, My) > dimExf(AfÏS, My) + dimExt«-1(M„, My)

-dimExt«-l(Mxs,Mys).

The Gabber-Joseph conjecture would be proved if there were equality in (ii).
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In this section the spectral sequence of 2.10 is applied to this problem. First we

specialise 2.10 and give the following notation:

Definition 3.3. Let s = sa g S, a g B. Choose pa g P so that (A - pa, ß) > 0

for ß g B and (A - pa, ß) = 0 implies that ß = a. Define

"s ¿X ' l *\ '

S0=*C£_'1,   si =*ix-»,

(f?v is referred to as coherent translation "through" the a-root wall in the sense that

0S is thought of as taking &x to 0sX.)

The form of 2.10 which will be used in the remainder of this article is the

following specification of 2.10(h).

Proposition 3.4. Let x g W, s g 5. // N g Ox then there is a spectral sequence

Ep-" = Extp(Mx,R«-p[s0]N)

converging to Exf(f?sMv, N).

Proof. From 2.8, PMX is injective. So the condition of 2.10(h) is satisfied.    D

To apply this result one must know the derived functors of 0 s and s0 on Verma

modules in (Px. These are all computable.

Proposition 3.5. Let x g W, s g S and xs > x.

(i) R>['0]Mx-lM»    lfp = ^
\0 otherwise,

(ii) L^MVV=(M>     ,fp = Q<

\ 0        otherwise.

Proof. By [11, 3.13] there is an exact sequence

FMXS SIMX

0 -* Mxs   ->   esMx  -* Mx^ °-

The result follows from 2.9.    D

In order to apply 3.4 only a little more is needed.

Proposition 3.6. Let x g W, s g S and xs < x.

'Mx ifp = 0,

Rp[s6] Mx =    Mx/Mxs    ifp = 1,

,0 otherwise.

Proof. Because 6SMX = 6SMXS [11, 3.6], there is a commutative diagram

0     _»       Mx,      -       M,       -»     M,/MV1.     -     0

î î Î
o   -*   esMxs   -*   esMx   -»       o       ^o

with exact rows. By the snake lemma and 2.9, S0MXS =S0MX = Mx and P'f'ÖJM^ =

Mx/Mxs.    D
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Let x, y G W, s G S with xs > x. Now the spectral sequence of 3.4 becomes

E{-q = Extp(Mxs, Ri-p[s6]My) => Exf(MA, My)

because of 3.5(h). This provides an "inductive step" for calculating Exf(Mx, My).

Under these conditions, consider the case ys > y. 3.5(i) implies that £f-? =

Exf(MX!, MYS) and all other terms are zero. Because the bidegree of dr is (r,l),

E-, = Ex and 3.2(i) is an immediate consequence.

If ys < y the situation is more complicated. From 3.6 one obtains

(*) Eru" = Ext'-H Mxs/Mys),    El' = Ext«( Mxs, My )

and all other terms are zero. Schematically,

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

0 12 3 4 5 6

represents E£•q, where the arrows represent the only nontrivial coboundary maps

rff-1-«: Extq-l(Mxs,My/Mys) -» Ext"41(M„, A/,).

In order to compute one must determine this map. It may be conjectured that d2

factors as

Ext«-1^,,, My/Mys) i Ext«(Mxs, Mrs) Í Ext"4l(MVJ, M,,),

where 5t and 52 are the coboundaries of the obvious long-exact sequences.

Lacking the above determination one can still prove many of the well-known

results on extensions in this setting. 3.2(i) has already been obtained above as a

trivial consequence. As another application one can prove the vanishing theorem of

Delorme and Schmid.

Proposition 3.7 [15, 5.4-6; 8, Theorem 4]. Let x and y g W. If Exf<(Mx, My) 4= 0
then x < y and 0 ^ q ^ l(x) - l(y).

<& w

®

G>        (8

®

b     s>

a-
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Proof (Induction on l(x)). By the duality theorem Me = Pe. If Exf(Me, My) 4= 0

then q = 0 and clearly y = e. If l(x) > 0, choose seXso that xs > x. Suppose

that Exf( Mx, My) 4= 0. There are two cases to consider.

If ys > y, then Extq(Mxs, Mvs) = Ext9(Mx, A/,.). The induction hypothesis im-

plies that xs < j>¿ and 0 < q < /(x) - /(^), but xs < ys if and only if x < _y.

If ys < y, consider the spectral sequence (*). Clearly either E^~l-q 4= 0 or Ef 4= 0.

This means that one of Exf(Mxs, My), Exf(Mxs, Mys) or Exf~l(Mxs, Mv) is

nonzero. In each case the induction hypothesis implies that x < y and 0 < q < l(x)

-l(y).   U

The next result is the main result of this section. It says that the last nonzero Exf

is one-dimensional.

Theorem 3.8. Let x, y g W. If x < y then

dimExt/(A)-/(,>(Mv, A/,.) = 1.

Proof (Induction on l(x)). As in 3.7 the case x = e is trivial. Choose s g S so

that xs > x.

If ys > y, Extq(Mx, My) = Exf(Mxs, Mys) and the result follows from the induc-

tion hypothesis.

If ys < y consider (*). Let n = l(x) — l(y). Because of 3.7, E^,q = 0 if q > n and

one has

En -1.» = Ext n -1 ( Ms i My/Mys ) = Ext " -l ( Mxs ,MV),

E^n = Ext"(Mxs,MY) = 0.

Since the bidegree of d2 is (2,1), Ext"(Mx, My) = Ext"-^^,, A/,.).    D

Remark. The referee points out that this result and 4.6 are easily seen to be

equivalent and that the latter result can be proved using the BGG resolution and

duality. Also the above proof avoids using 3.2(h) (which implies that dim

Ext/<A)"' >( A/\., My) > 1) because it is not necessary to this result and one hopes

that 3.2(h) can be recovered in this context.

It can easily be seen from [8, Theorem 2] using the Euler characteristic that

£(-l)idimExt'(AfJt,Mv) = 8x,v.
i

In particular when l(x) - l(y) = 2, x < y, 3.8 implies that

dim Ext0(MX,MY) = 1,

dim Ext1 (Mx,My) = 2,

dimExt2(A/A,A/,,) = 1.

One can extend this result in two ways. In the remainder of this section these are

considered.

Proposition 3.9. Let xs > x, ys < y where x, y g W and s g S. If xs ^ ys then

dimExt*(A/x, A/,.) = àimExtq(Mxs, A/,) + dimExtqï(Mxs, My).
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Note. This also follows from [11, 5.2.3].

Proof. Because xs =£ ys, one has

Ext"(Mxs,My/Mys) = Ext"(Mxs,My).

It follows from (*) that

dimExt"(Mv, My) < dimExt«(A/„, My) + dimExt^^M^., My).

The opposite inequality is 3.2(h).    D

Together with  the  recursion  of 3.1   this  results  allows  the  computation  of

Ext*(Afv, My) for certain pairs (x, y).

Definition 3.10. A pair (x, y); x, y g W is called a Coxeter pair if rx(x, y) =

Ux)-l(y).
Example. Suppose that x = sx • • • s„ where the s¡ are distinct in S, l(x) = n.

Then for any y > x, (x, y) is a Coxeter pair.

The recursion of 3.1 in the case q = 1, xs > x, x and y g W, s g S is

/.

ri(x,y) =

rx(xs, ys) if ys > y,

rx(xs, y) if ys < y, xs < ys,

rx(xs, y) + 1     if ys < y, xs 3È ys.

First note that r,(x, y) < l(x) - l(y) so that (x, y) is Coxeter when rx(x, y) is

maximal. In the situation xs > x, ys < y, (x, y) is Coxeter if and only if (xs, y) is

Coxeter and xs £ ys. The following result is therefore a trivial consequence of 3.9.

Proposition 3.11. Let x and y g W. If (x, y) is a Coxeter pair then

dimExt"(Mx,My) = rq(x,y) = ("q),

where n = l(x) — l(y).

The following lemma again gives a special situation in which equality holds in

5.2(H).

Lemma 3.12. Let xs > x, ys < y where x, y g W and s g 5. // [My, Lxs] =

[Mys,Lx Athen

Ext1(Mx,A/>,)SExt1(M„,A/,).

Proof. The sequence

0 -> hom(Pxs, Mys) - hom(Pxs, My) - hom(Pxs, My/Mys) - 0

is exact. Because dim hom(PXJ, V) = [V, Lxs] the hypothesis implies that

hom(PVï, My/Mys) = 0 hence hom(AfXÎ, My/MYS) = 0. The result follows from (*).

D

One can use this result to compute Extl(Mx, My) for low rank (where the

multiplicities are known). More generally because Jantzen has shown that [My, Lx]

< 1 if l(x) — l(y) < 2, x,y G W [12, 5.2.3] the following result is a trivial conse-

quence of 3.12.
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Proposition 3.13. Let x, y g W. Ifl(x) - l(y) < 3 then

dimExtq(Mx, My) = rq(x,y).

Proof (Induction on l(x)). Assume x < y. The case x = e is trivial. Let xs > x,

s g S. There are three cases to be considered:

I. ys > y.

IL ys < y, xs f¡ ys.

III. ys < y, xs < ys.

Cases I and II are handled easily by 3.2(i), 3.9 and the induction hypothesis. In

the remaining case, l(x) - l(y) = 3 and one must show that dim Extq(Mx, My) =

dim Extq(Mxs, My). Because of 3.8 and the remarks preceding 3.9 it suffices to show

this for q = 1. But in this case [M , Lxs] = [Mys, Lxs] = 1 and the result follows by

3.12 and the induction hypothesis.   D

It may be hoped that (*) can provide a proof of equality in 3.2(h). This would

seem to depend on the determination of d2 and would perhaps not go beyond [11,

3.2.3] where a necessary and sufficient condition is given.

4. The irreducible case. In this section the problem of computing

Ext*(Mx,Ly),        x, y^W,

is considered. This problem is solved in terms of the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture [13,

Conjecture 1.5] which has recently been proved by Brylinski-Kashiwara [5] and

independently by Bernstein-Beilinson [1]. Of the equivalent forms of the Kazhdan-

Lusztig conjecture given by Vogan [18], the most interesting (from this viewpoint) is

the following "parity" vanishing conjecture.

Conjecture 4.1 (Kazhdan - Lusztig - Vogan).

Ext"(Mx,Ly) 4- 0 => q = l(x) - /( v>)mod2.

The truth of this conjecture entails the truth of all the other equivalent statements

given in [13]. In particular, the dimensions of the above extensions are given by the

coefficients of the Px   polynomials.

The methods of §2 can be applied to this problem. Let x g W, s g S, xs > x.

Then the spectral sequence of 2.10(h) (with the notation of §3) yields

(t) Ef> = Ext"(A/„, R«-p[s6]Ly) => Ext"(Mx, Ly).

Obviously to use this to calculate one must compute Rp[s0]Ly, y g W.

If ys < y for s G S, then 6sLy = 0 since Ly is a quotient of My/Mys and 0S is

exact. This means sILy is the zero map. By 2.9 this implies that

(0       if/» = 0,

Rp['0]Lr=    Ly    if/» — 1,

, 0       otherwise.

Assuming that xs > x, x g W, the spectral sequence (f ) gives

Eq-i-q=Extq-i(Mxs,Ly)

and all other terms are zero. Since this converges to Extq(Mx, Ly) the following

result is immediate.
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Proposition 4.2. Let s g S. Suppose that xs > x and ys < y where x, y e. W.

Then

Extq-l(Mxs,Ly) = Extq(Mx,Ly).

This result can be obtained by various other methods and has the easy corollary:

Corollary 4.3 (Bott's theorem).

dimExtq(Mx, Le) = 8qHx).

Proof. If x = e, Me = Pe is projective and hom(Me, Le) is one-dimensional. If

x < e, suppose xs > x where sei. By the proposition, Extq'1(Mxs, Le) =

Ext^i Mx, Le). The result follows by induction on l(x).   D

In order to calculate further one needs some description of RP[S6]LY where

ys > y. Because 8sLy 4= 0 [11, 3.6] the map sILy is onto. Theorem 2.9 implies that

Rp[s6]Ly = 0 if p > 0. It remains to determineS6LY.

It is well known (cf. [17]) that the sequence

PL,. SIL,.

0 - L„ - 0sLy - Ly - 0

is a complex if ys > y. Therefore s6Ly/Ly can be identified with ^aLy (notation

[18]) where s = sa simply because this is defined as the cohomology of this complex.

Both Vogan and Gabber-Joseph have studied the irreducible multiplicities of *„!,,.

Clearly this gives corresponding information for s6Ly.

Proposition 4.4 [11, 3.11]. Letys > y where y g Wands g S.

(i)[s6Lv,Lv] = l,

(ii) ['9Ly, Lys] = 1,
(iii) // [s6Ly, La] 4= 0 and o # y, ys then

(a) os < o,

(b) o < ys,

(c)l(o)> l(y).

The only assertions of 4.4 which are not direct translations from [11, 3.11] are (i)

and (iii)(b). They are also easily seen to be consequent with the aid of the following

lemma which may be of independent interest.

Lemma 4.5. Let ys > y where y g W, s g S. If a g W then

^eLy,La}^[My,L0}+[Mys,La]-80,y.

In particular [s0Ly, Ly] < 1, [s6Ly, Lys] < 1 and o < y s which provides the remainder

of 4.4 in light of [11,3.11].

Proof. Recall that [V, La] = dim hom(P0, V) if V g 0 [3, Proposition 1]. Because

(0s, s6) is an adjoint pair of functors,

l'0Ly, La] = dimhom(P,,,s0LY) = dimhom(0To, Lv).

As in the proof of 2.10 the sequence

0 -► bom{6sPa, Ly) -* hom(esPa, Ly) -> hom(P0, LY) -> 0
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is exact. Hence it suffices to show that

d\mhom(8,Pa, Ly) < [My, La] + [Mys, L„].

Using 2.3 and the duality theorem it is easy to see that 6sPa has /»-filtration by

{MT)T^W with multiplicities

[OsPa,MT] = [Pa,MT] +[Pa,MTS] = [MT,La]+[MTS,La].

Proceeding as in [8, Lemma 2], 6sPa is a quotient of

y     0  ptWT,L„] + [A/„,L„]_

tS W

Since dim(PT, Ly) = ¿5     this proves the lemma.    D

Using 4.4 and the spectral sequence (j) one can compute Exl*(Mx, Ly), x,

y G W,in certain cases. Below it is proved that

dimExt'(x)-l{^(Mx,Ly) = 1    if x < y

in this context. As pointed out in the remark following 3.8, this is equivalent to 3.8.

Theorem 4.6. If x, y g W and x < y then

dimExt">x)-'(-v)(Mx,Ly) = 1.

Proof. If x = e, the result is trivial because Me is projective. If x < e, let 5 g S

such that xs > x. Let n = l(x) - l(y). If ys < y, Proposition 4.2 implies that

Ext"-\MXS, Ly) = Ext"(Mx, Ly). If ys > y,

0 -> Ly ^s0Ly -» W ^ 0

is exact.

From the corresponding long exact sequence (and the vanishing results)

Exf(Mxs,'OLy) = Ext"(Mxs,W).

In the same way it is easy to see from 4.4 that

Ext"(Mxs,W) = Ext"(Mxs,Lys).

The spectral sequence (7) in this case yields

Ext"(Mx,Ly) = Ext"(Mxs/6Ly) = Ext"(Mxs, Lys).

Thus in either case the result follows by induction on l(x).   D

One can obtain a result analogous to 3.9 in the same way but this requires a

slightly restrictive hypothesis on the structure of s0Ly where ys > y and will not be

given.

The above results suggest that with more information about s6Ly there is some

hope of proving the parity-vanishing theorem 4.1. At least the method of 2.10

supplies an appropriate framework in which both the Gabber-Joseph and Kazhdan-

Lusztig conjectures could be considered.
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